UST Tank Addendum 1
What tests are we looking for?






ATG-Automatic tank gauge testing. Tank gauges and sensors are removed and inspected and
certified they are functioning properly.
Cathodic protection testing on steel tanks
Line leak detection on product piping for fueling island
Hydrostatic testing
Tightness

1. The existing curbing at the high school is made of concrete. Are we required to replace with
concrete curbing or can we replace with asphalt curbing? Yes
2. If oil impacted/contaminated soil is encountered, will the town supply a CT LEP or will the
Contractor be responsible for supplying one? Yes. If by Contractor, we assume that this would
be by change order as this item cannot be defined at this time. Correct.
3. Once the winning bidder is selected, What will be the date of a “Notice to Proceed” be issued?
Not sure of actual date, but very quickly once the winning bidder is selected.
4. Can you provide the amount of fuel oil remaining in each tank for each bidder to assume? Very
minimum, 9-13” of sludge. They’ve been drained of fuel to as low as possible
5. Is the Contractor required to provide a “Closure Report” for each tank removal location? Yes
6. As discussed on site, the vent, supply and return lines at the Middle school can be cut and
capped at the edge of the tank excavation and where the lines penetrate the building. Only the
lines inside of the building that connect to the existing boiler will be removed. Please confirm.
Should be cut as close to the concrete pad as possible.
7. Under the “Testing” section can you provide the following:
A. Line item indicates all are UST’s. Can you confirm that the 2-330 gallon tanks are UST’s or
AST’s? AST
B. Can you provide what the contents of the tanks are at each location (Re: Gas, diesel fuel or
#2 fuel oil)? All are fuel oil
C. Can you also provide the use of each of the USTs that you are requesting to be tested(Re;
used for: Refueling station, emergency generator, fuel for boilers)? All are fuel for boilers.
D. Do you have any spec’s or can you define what type of testing you are requesting/requiring?
See above.
E. Is all of the tank testing for each tank required to be completed by August 10, 2019? Yes.

